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In the 3 years since the first Thunderbird F-100 air show in
1957, the solo role evolved from occasional gap filler provided by
John Burley, Bob McIntosh, Fish Salmon and others to Herman
Griffin’s fast, low, noisy, startling, flashy, near stand-alone show.
While the four-ship performance captivated the crowd with
precision, grace and style, Herm’s maneuvers added sheer
excitement and certainly a good measure of anxiety. Herm reveled
in the job and was the first demo pilot to stay in that position for
a complete 2-year tour. Jovial, good-natured and well-liked by
everyone, Herm was always quick to point out that the diamond
guys were in the sky only to fill time while he set up his next pass.

We started the ’61 season with fresh birds and high
expectations that it would surpass 1960 as an excellent year. Leader
Bob Fitzgerald was training Hoot Gibson to replace him. The team
was solid and the routine proven. Our rosy bubble burst in April
when Fitz and Andy Nial, our new narrator, crashed in the “F”

while observing the diamond. Hoot was under serious pressure as
he continued the show schedule and quickly earned the respect of
his team and others. 

During the remainder of the season, our air show took on a
different character. We changed flight paths to accommodate the
FAA and enriched the solo routine with more maneuvers including
the slow-speed rock-and-roll, slow roll and the inverted-to-inverted
roll. Hoot was receptive to any reasonable suggestion which might
improve the air show. The team had Hoot’s complete confidence,
and I could easily discuss ideas with him including the idea 
of a second solo. That idea had always been a nonstarter due to
costs and our continual worry about headquarters’ support in spite
of our very austere posture, but I felt encouraged to bring it up
because of our fresh approach to operations and Hoot’s open-
mindedness. The potential costs dampened our enthusiasm, but
not Hoot’s compelling salesmanship. Slowly he gained support until
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headquarters approved the idea. Bobby Moore, the first chosen as
second solo, reported that September. 

Bob and I were squadron mates in Korea. He was a quiet
professional who got the tough jobs done. Bob and I found lots of
time to discuss our double solo show possibilities. He was a quick
study and a cautious pilot.  While we worked on the double solo
routine, I flew single solo air shows. Our target was to get it right
by 25 March 1962 at Palm Springs. 

While performing over the Daytona Speedway in early ’62, we
discovered another good reason to have two solos. The bomb burst
was looking good until one of the wingmen hit a flagpole. With
his radio out and losing fuel, he made a beeline for McCoy AFB.
At the same time, slot discovered that an engine control problem
had used nearly all his fuel, so he also broke away. Meanwhile, Hoot
blasted for rejoin and was surprised to learn how lonesome the sky
can be. He headed for McCoy with the other wingman. As he
headed for the horizon, he called me on the radio, “Jerry, we’re
going home. PUT IN A FILLER.” Right! Having two solos to fill
in the space would have been great, but with just me, aileron rolls
it was. Everyone was happy except the narrator who was still trying
to think of something to tell the crowd about the damaged flagpole. 

After Daytona and typical Thunderbird maintenance magic
to fix the birds, Bob and I entered a more intense effort to get the
routine ready for Palm Springs. The team watched and critiqued.
As Bob’s rolls and loops became more consistent and precise, 
we reduced the bottoms to 30 feet. At this point, we began
blending in the double solo maneuvers we had planned for months,
starting with slow rolls and lateral separation. Our real challenge
was centering and timing the rolls. We had to keep radio calls 
quick and precise so Hoot would have “space” to make his calls.
Up to this point, the radio was the exclusive domain of the leader.
For each opposing maneuver, I made three radio calls: turning 
in (over a predetermined point), pulling up and rolling. 

Bob adjusted,
changing airspeed
or flight path
so to pass at 
show center 
both at the inverted 
point of the slow roll, equal altitude,
equal roll rates and bottoms at 30 feet over the runway 
edges for large lateral separation. When we got it consistently right,
we moved on to the inverted pass, inverted rolls and aileron rolls.
Gradually we moved our flight paths closer, from the runway edges
to either side of the centerline for an enhanced appearance of
precision to the crowd.

We then increased our attention to the vertical maneuvers –
loops and half-Cuban 8s. We planned to cross low and level at show
center, pull to 4 Gs, relax pressure, float, cross at the top canopy-
to-belly, accelerate down the back side to cross with the bottom of
our loops at show center. No way! Loop geometry would not allow
it, and I should have known. We got it right by pulling up early on
the entry and crossing show center, 45 degrees, nose up. Bob
ensured vertical clearance on top where he crossed above me. “G”
was always positive because, as every second solo knows, negative
“G” at this point is a very bad deal for him. We crossed again at
show center, 45 degrees, nose down. After we got the loops right,
everything else was easy.

Then came the formation work: takeoff, Calypso, 4-point
breakaway and landing pitch. Takeoff roll in the F-100 was a bit
loose with airspeed at 180 knots. We rolled down the runway with
Bob in a tight wing position; separated a bit after rotation; threw
in full aileron, me one way and Bob the other; raised the gear; rolled
in opposite directions; rejoined at wings level; turned smoke off
and then climbed out behind the spectators. 

As every aerobatic pilot knows, rolling left is natural. Rolling
right, however, is a little uncomfortable. I had to retrain all my rolls
to the right while Bob rolled in the natural direction, to the left. 

Formation in the Calypso was a challenge. The Hun only had
15 seconds of fuel in idle power while inverted. As a precaution
Bob always turned on his airstart switch prior to inverted
maneuvers. I didn’t. My safety buffer was in not flying inverted for
more than 10 seconds. Once I hesitated too long; the fluctuating
fuel-flow gauge and a peculiar moan from the J-57 caused some
cockpit scrambling. 

Near the end of March with many training missions behind
us, we were ready. Late one afternoon at Nellis, Bob and I did our
routine with the rest of the team watching . . . and grading. We
passed and went to Palm Springs on time.

In August of that year, after 45 double solo shows, I moved on;
Bob moved to lead solo and Ron Catton came aboard as opposing
solo. They added the five-ship and then the six-ship formation, and
the performance remains a preeminent crowd pleaser.

– Jerry Larson (Solo 60-62)

Evolution
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Dick Pfeiffer called
a few months ago.
He asked if I knew
anything about a
T h u n d e r b i r d
memorial in North
Las Vegas. “Sure,
I’ve been there, but
not in years. Why?” 
“How does it look?”
he asked.
“Well, I don’t know,
Dick; it’s been a few
years, remember?”
If you know Pfeiffer
like some of us do . . .
well, this could have
gone on forever.

He said he came across something very interesting. In 1983,
a memorial was dedicated to honor the pilots of the diamond
who went in at Indian Springs in 1982. It is on the west wall of
the police station. He asked if I would check it out. I did. It was
in sorry shape. We discussed different solutions with one being
to ask the active team to assign no-patchers to it. As we learned
on the Team, it gets done best when you do it yourself. So, I
said, “Dick, don’t worry about it. I have it handled.”

I contacted the local Boy Scout troop in Moapa Valley,
where I live and asked if they would help clean up the
memorial. The response was an overwhelming yes. We all drove
60 miles to town and had one hell of a good time. It amazes me
how a bunch of boys can get wetter than what they’re washing.
When we were done, the memorial looked a lot better. It is
getting a little weathered, though. One of the planes on the

1301 E. Lake Mead
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mural looks like it flew a flat show at Tyndall AFB, but the boys
did a bang-up job.

I would appreciate it if any of you could take the time to
send a thank-you note to: Milt Bullock, Scoutmaster, Troop
432, c/o Burton Cox, P.O. Box 355, Moapa, NV 85025. They
did an outstanding job. 

Here’s another thought: the lieutenant at the police station
mentioned it would be nice to rededicate the memorial in 2003;
maybe have the Air Force and the police honor guards both
participate in the ceremony. It was his idea, but I like it.

– Dave Frymire (CC No. 3, 74-77)

(In his reference to Tyndall, Frymire recalls an air show flown 
there in light rain resulting in the Boys having to repaint all 
five airplanes in 35 hours. We Rode the Thunder chronicles 
this event in the story “God Bless the Boys,” one of the tributes 
to our enlisted folks. – Ed)

The monument glass reflects Old Glory as it pays
tribute, not only to the diamond pilots, but to all
Thunderbird pilots who died while on the team.

The North Las Vegas Thunderbird Memorial was donated by constable Lou
Tabat and painted by artists Ron Esparza and Tony and Kenny Weilenmann.

2003 Schedule
March
15-16  Luke AFB, AZ
22-23  Tyndall AFB, FL
29-30  Davis-Monthan AFB, AZ

April
5-6  TBD
12-13  Wilmington, NC
26  Greenville, SC
27  Patrick AFB, FL

May
3-4  Ft. Lauderdale, FL
10-11  Barksdale AFB, LA
16-18  Andrews AFB, MD
24-25  Pope AFB, NC
28  USAF Academy, CO
31  Myrtle Beach, SC

June
1  Columbus AFB, MS
7-8  Mankato, MN
14  Whiteman AFB, MO
15  Sheppard AFB, TX
21  Sioux Falls ANGB, SD
22  Grand Forks AFB, ND
25  Eielson AFB, AK
28-29  Elmendorf AFB, AK

July
3  Battle Creek, MI
5-6  Peoria, IL
12  Missoula, MT
13  McChord AFB, WA
17-20  Dayton, OH
23  Cheyenne, WY
26  Selfridge ANGB, MI
27  Grissom ARB, IN

August
9-10  Hickam AFB, HI
16-17  Chicago, IL
23-24  Otis ANGB, MA
30-31  Quebec, Canada

September
1  Toronto, Canada
6-7  TBD
11-13  Reno, NV
14  Mt. Home AFB ID
18  Andrews AFB, MD
20-21  Wichita, KS
27-28  Janesville, WI

October
1  Tucumcari, NM
4-5  El Paso, TX
11-12  Ft Smith ANGB, AR
18-19  Salinas, CA
25-26  Edwards AFB, CA

November
1-2  NAS JRB New Orleans, LA
8-9  Daytona Beach, FL
15-16  TBD

as of January 23, 2003
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Numbers
(TR interviews our treasurer, Dick Pfeiffer. Space permitting, we’ll have a follow-up interview in a later issue.)

TR: What background do you have for the job of treasurer?

DP: Perseverance.

TR: Is that all? 

DP: I learned on the team that perseverance is pretty much
all you need. Not having natural talent for a particular 
job means you have to work harder, that’s all. I flunked
bookkeeping in high school, but I didn’t see anybody else
willing to put in the time to do it in a way I thought was right.

TR: Tell us about your learning curve.

DP: The first thing I learned was there are three different
kinds of audits. A compilation report, a review and a full audit.
A compilation report only takes the numbers you provide and
puts them into accounting format. A review checks your
numbers for accuracy. A full audit “tests” your books by such
things as contacting vendors and verifying receipts. The second
thing I learned was the difference between a finance-tracking
computer program and a double-entry program.

TR: What were the audits we had earlier?

DP: Compilation reports. When I was a member, I thought
our passing an audit was the same as having an independent
party verify our bookkeeping accountability to the membership.
When I became a director, I discovered that having passed an
audit didn’t mean what I thought it should.

TR: Tell us about the accounting program.

DP: QuickBooks and Managing Your Money are examples of
tracking programs. You can delete entries to make things
balance. With a double-entry program, you can only reverse
an entry with another entry, so ALL transactions are visible,
even your mistakes. We use One-Write Plus, a professional
accounting program.

TR: Have we ordered a full audit?

DP: Yes. We had one in 2000 and are doing another now. The
purpose of the recent one is to verify that we’ve made the
procedural changes recommended in 2000. At reunion we 
will discuss the 1996, 2000 and 2002 audits to show the
membership how we have progressed.

TR: Are the full audits expensive?

DP: In the short run, yes, but by doing this we are establishing
a process that should make future audits less expensive than
even our earlier compilation reports. It’s simple: the more
organized our books, the less complicated our audits . . . and
far less expensive.

TR: In the past we have had corporate involvement in the TBAA.
Is that still the case?

DP: It’s still the case. Their cash contributions continue and
their in-kind contributions have increased. By in-kind I mean
Thunder Rolls, for example. Lockheed Martin prints TR, and
we all have seen their commitment to TR increase by way of
the color pages.

TR: Can we write contributions to the TBAA off our taxes?

DP: No. We are nonprofit, but we are not a charity. But we
are making plans for a TBAA foundation that will allow tax-
deductible contributions for such things as scholarships. 

TR: Speaking of scholarships . . .

DP: We’ll have them again just as soon as we can manage
them properly.

TR: When you say “manage,” are you saying that the TBAA is a
real challenge to those who volunteer their time?

DP: For now and for some of us, yes. But the TBAA is kind
of like having an old car. Once you make the investment of
time to make it good as new, everything after is much easier.
It’s been hard labor but a labor of love. I look forward to giving
our full report to the membership at reunion and handing
them a finely tuned and easily manageable company. It’s not
only the active team who must pass the torch, the alumni must
do it, too. 

TR: Anything else?

DP: Yes. If I had the chance to do it all over again, I would
have studied harder in high school.
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The USAF Thunderbirds flying over the 
Black Mountains near Death Valley, California.

Photo by: Staff Sergeant Sean White
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Steve Anderson and Mike Jarnegan brought the challenge
coin from fighter pilot lore to Thunderbird tradition in 1994.
The coin is presented to all who receive their patch, and each
member must carry the coin or buy a round for all if he cannot
produce it when challenged.

During World War I, American volunteers from all parts of
the country filled the newly formed flying squadrons. Some were
wealthy scions attending colleges such as Yale and Harvard who
quit in midterm to join the war. In one squadron, a wealthy
lieutenant ordered medallions struck in solid bronze 
and presented them to
his unit. One young
pilot placed the
medallion in
a small leather
pouch that he
wore about
his neck.

Shortly after
acquiring the medallions,
the pilot’s aircraft was severely damaged by
ground fire. He was forced to land behind enemy lines and was
immediately captured by a German patrol. In order to discourage
his escape, the Germans took all of his personal identification
except for the small leather pouch around his neck. In the
meantime, he was taken to a small French town near the front.
Taking advantage of a bombardment that night, he escaped.
However, he was without personal identification.

He succeeded in avoiding German patrols by donning
civilian attire and reached the front lines. With great difficulty,
he crossed no-man’s land. Eventually, he stumbled onto a French
outpost. Unfortunately, saboteurs had plagued the French in the
sector; they sometimes masqueraded as civilians and wore civilian
clothes. Not recognizing the young pilot’s American accent, the
French thought him to be a saboteur and made ready to execute
him. He had no identification to prove his allegiance, but he did
have his leather pouch containing the medallion. He showed the
medallion to his would-be executioners, and one of his French
captors recognized the squadron insignia on the medallion. They
delayed his execution long enough for him to confirm his
identity. Instead of shooting him they gave him a bottle of wine.

Back at his squadron, it became tradition to ensure that all
members carried their medallion or coin at all times. This was
accomplished through a challenge in the following manner – a
challenger would ask to see the medallion. If the challenged could
not produce a medallion, they were required to buy a drink of
choice for the member who challenged them. If the challenged
member produced a medallion, then the challenging member
was required to pay for the drink. This tradition continued
throughout the war and for many years after the war while
surviving members of the squadron were still alive. The
Thunderbirds proudly continue this tradition. 
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The Challenge Coin Bench Stock
• CMSgt. Mike “Sleevomatic” Jarnegan (First Sergeant 
92-95), retired 14 March from the U.S. Air Force after 30
years. Jarnegan is the command chief for the 57th Wing,
Nellis AFB, Nevada. His boss is Brig. Gen. Dan Darnell
(Thunderbird Commander/Leader 92-93).
• Congratulations to CMSgt. selectees Tom Miller
(Production Supt./Line Chief 93-95), Sandy Stacy (Maint.
92-95) and Jeff Turner (Maint. 89-92/Asst. Maint. 
Supt. 00-present).
• Trooper Jim Olschlager (CC No. 5/7/8 82-86) was 
recently reassigned as the public affairs officer for the Nevada
Highway Patrol. Jim’s address is 2601 E. Sahara Ave., 
Las Vegas, NV 89104.
• Earl Godby (Line Chief/Maint. Supt. 78-81) has relocated
to Wichita, Kansas, after spending 5 years as Boeing’s country
director in the Czech Republic. He is now the marketing
manager for the company’s derivative and tanker upgrade
program, which is working upgrades and modifications to the
Air Force’s tanker fleet. Godby, who obtained the rank of
senior master sergeant before earning a commission, retired
from the Air Force as a captain in 1988. Earl’s address is 
204 N. Rainbow Lake Terrace, Wichita, KS 67235.
• Thunderbirds 2003 schedule – To check the schedule, go
to: http://www.airforce.com/thunderbirds/index.htm or contact
the Team at (702) 652-2277.

Postcards From
the Past
It’s a Small World

Dear Doe,
Patti and I were married on July 20, 2002. I proposed

to her in the Thunderbird Museum! Patti’s Dad, 
Col. Robert Orth, served 33 years in the Army Air
Corps/USAF. He was the Wing Commander of the 18th
Fighter Wing, Kadena AB, Okinawa, in the mid-1950s
when Paul Kauttu was there as the leader of the Falcons
demo team flying F-86s. They remained friends through
the years and both retired in Tacoma, Washington. How
is that for a small world! 

I enjoyed Bob Fleer’s article on Jimmy and Katie Ford
in the last newsletter. I met them at the Hill AFB air show
in 1981 when I was narrator for the F-16 demo. Their
recommendation was probably the one that helped me
make the Team the next year. The article brought back
many fond memories of the Fords. Thanks for all of your
work for the Association.
Sincerely,
Wayne Holum (RW 82-83)
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As you already know, we’re holding reunion at  Caesars.
Make your room reservations direct at (800) 634-6661 and be
sure they know you’re calling for the “Thunderbird Reunion.”
We scheduled our room block for 20-22 November.

American Airlines is our official air carrier. For a reduced
rate, call 30 days ahead at (800) 433-1790 with authorization
No. A68N3AD.

We have added a reception at the Thunderbird hangar on
Thursday afternoon, which promises to be the most exciting
reunion event. The active team will host the event in our home
– the hangar! It’s for Thunderbirds and spouses only and for
the first time, will allow our active and alumni team to
socialize on a personal basis.

So, what’s the schedule for this Greatest Show on Earth?
Thursday, 20 November Morning – Golf

Afternoon – Hangar Reception
Evening – Officer and NCO Call

Friday, 21 November Noon – Air Show
Evening – Cocktail Reception

Saturday, 22 November Morning – Business Meeting
Evening – Awards Banquet

Contact me through the TBAA numbers in the Thunder
Rolls masthead or direct at TBird@LVCM.com.

– Jerry Jones (Radio 65-69), Reunion Chairman

Taps
CMSgt. (Ret.) Robert “Bob” Bandy (Public
Affairs 59-60). 8 December 2002, after a long
bout with MS. With the title of Assistant Narrator,
Bob was the first enlisted to take the mic and did
so for 24 shows. He is survived by his wife,
Kathleen, 35 Arthur Court, Satellite Beach, FL
32937.  

Tom Weiler (Solo 86-87). October 2002. Tom is
survived by his wife, Sherrie, and two children,
Steven and Rachel. 

Bob Janca (Left Wing 59-61). 24 November
2002. He is survived by his “little red-headed girl”
and Thunderbride, Virginia. In honor of Bob, here
is one of the stories he submitted for We Rode the
Thunder.

Wake Island Law School
Wake Island is small. Fitz and I decided to take

a walk around to find WWII relics. We discovered
the channel used to bring fuel from ships to the
airfield. The water was beautiful, so we took a swim.

We finished the evening at the club, our hair
still wet. The bartender asked if we’d been
swimming. We said yes. He responded, “I know you
swam in the lagoon then, because you wouldn’t be
here if you swam in the channel. It’s full of sharks.”

Something New
for ReunionYou guys are too much. Even though our original order

deadline for the Commemorative Edition, numbered and
signed by Smokey Catledge, has come and gone with
wonderful response, orders are still rolling in. Therefore, MT
Publishing has agreed to accept orders until the day the
presses roll, now scheduled for 1 May 2003.

Use the enclosed form or visit their Web site at
www.MTPublishing.com. 

Delivery is scheduled for 1 July 2003. 
– Dee Pfeiffer, Book Chairman

We Rode the Thunder
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